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 Figure 1: Map: Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve



Widgeon Marsh Regional Park 
Reserve Site Planning Analysis 

Introduction 
As the region continues to experience population growth and increased development, visitor rates are 
rising in regional parks.  Increased population is a contributing factor, as are increased visitation rates 
among existing park users. There is a growing demand for access to nature.  At the same time, there is 
an increased commitment to preserving natural systems in regional parks.  

Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve (WMRPR), with its highly sensitive natural systems and 
spectacular setting, presents a unique opportunity to connect people to nature. It also presents an 
opportunity to preserve some of the most ecologically sensitive land in the region.  A delicate balance of 
access and conservation will be critical for the success of this future Regional Park. 

Figure 2: Canoes at mid-Island landing 



User Demand 
Metro Vancouver expects regional population to grow by one million people by 2040 (Metro Vancouver, 
2011).  Regional Parks expects park use to increase due to population growth and as a result of 
increased visitation by existing users.  

“Over the past 20 years (1989 to 2009) Metro Vancouver Parks data show that the 
total number of visits to parks grew by 113%, from 3.68 to 7.86 million visits, while 
the population grew by only 48%. The increase in regional park visitation by more 
than double the rate of population growth suggests that each resident is using the 
park system more today than in previous years.… The analysis projects Metro 
Vancouver parks annual visitation to grow from just over 9 million today to between 
12.7 and 13.2 million by 2031.” (Metro Vancouver, 2011) 

Visitor counts from 2015 support this estimate; there were 11.3 million visits to regional parks and 
greenways last year (Metro Vancouver, 2015). Visitor rates are up not only in Regional Parks, but in 
Provincial Parks as well.  

Park Most Recent 
Visitor Count 

Year Usage Trend 

Provincial 
Golden Ears1 763,242 2015 +13% over 3 years 

Metro Vancouver 
Minnekhada Regional Park2 126,051 2014 +5.5% over 5 years 

Figure 3: Visitor counts 

1 Email from BC Parks Staff, Jeff Barber, January 26 2016 

2 Data taken from Metro Vancouver counts 

The City of Coquitlam is growing along with the rest of the region. Some of this growth will be 
accommodated in the northeast of the city near Widgeon Marsh. The City of Coquitlam as a whole 
expects to “add 100,000 residents over the next 30 years (Coquitlam. Planning and Development 
Department, 2013). Of that 100,000 residents, the City’s Northeast Area Plan envisions homes for “a 
future population of approximately 24,000-30,000 persons on Burke Mountain.” (Coquitlam. Planning 
and Development Department, 2013) 

This growth will have an impact on WMRPR as part of the appeal of this new neighbourhood is its 
proximity to natural areas, a point that is highlighted in the City’s plan.  This implies that a future park at 
Widgeon Marsh would be used regularly by residents of northeast Coquitlam.   

“Plan policies reflect the need to make the best use of Northeast Coquitlam's 
magnificent natural setting and to recognize the natural recreational value provided 
by such areas as the Pinecone-Burke Provincial Park, Minnekhada Regional Park, 
Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve and Addington Point Nature Reserve.” 
(Coquitlam. Planning and Development Department, 2004)  



Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve has the waterfront and wilderness opportunities most preferred 
by a majority of people making it likely that a future park would be very attractive to the public.  Its 
relative proximity to an urban centre - approximately 15km drive to Coquitlam Centre - places it well 
within the hour to two hour travel time acceptable to a majority of visitors (Metro Vancouver, 2011). It 
is probable that people would make good use of a future park in this location.   

Limitations to Recreational Use 
Topography 
Mountain slopes and steep grades are a feature of the north western edge of the site. Refer to Widgeon 
Marsh Regional Park Reserve Biophysical Summary Map Appendix A2 for contour information. Where 
slopes exceed 1:12 wheelchair accessibility becomes an issue and where slopes exceed 1:4 the cost of 
construction of new structures and buildings is typically increased to a point where they become cost 
prohibitive. While rustic trails might be accommodated on these steep areas, it is likely that any new 
facilities would be located where slopes are 1:10 or lower.        

Figure 4: Mountain slopes and steep grades adjacent to flat site 

Vehicular Access 
To reach WMRPR, one travels east from the City of Coquitlam on City owned Quarry Road.  This road is 
paved until it reaches the Minnekhada Regional Park parking lot where it transitions to gravel surface; 
the remaining 4.7km (approximately) of the drive is unpaved.  A locked gate maintained by Regional 
Parks staff is set 100m (approximately) into the Park Reserve.  Within the Park Reserve, Quarry Road is 
unpaved and has a typical width of 4.3 meters with steep ditches on either side. The road narrows to 3.8 
meters wide at the bridge crossing Stewart Creek (aka Stuart Creek), effectively limiting the road to one-
way vehicular traffic, cyclist and pedestrian use.  



Figure 5: Quarry Road where it enters the Park Reserve 

Presence of rocks and boulders along the bottom of steep slopes indicate that landslides occur from 
time to time.  In 2013, two rockslides in occurred approximately one kilometer into the site from the 
gate.  These rockslides buried the road requiring its temporary closure.    

Water Access 
The site is currently accessible by canoe and kayak and is a popular spot with paddlers.  Canoe rentals 
are available at Grant Narrows providing an exciting opportunity to connect with other parks.  There is 
an existing rudimentary boat launch, the southern-most property in the Park Reserve has a spit with 
potential for boat access, and the mid-island landing could offer a scenic stopping place for paddlers.  

However, at low tide the waters in the channels at the north end of Widgeon Slough may be too low for 
easy boat access. This is also the case at the previously dredged channel leading to the existing 
rudimentary boat launch near the south entrance of the Park Reserve. These factors raise questions of 
whether or not it is appropriate to invite paddlers into areas where they may be have to walk their boats 
at low tide and what the responsibilities of park staff would be in such cases.  It is possible that access at 
low tide could be provided through the slough by dredging the existing channel, but as the channel is 
located in a sensitive wetland marsh, that action would have environmental consequences which would 
have to be carefully considered before dredging takes place. Reliable water access at low tide is 
currently available at the southern mouth of the slough, but winds and currents on Pitt River can 
sometimes make this a route suitable for experienced paddlers only.  

Clearly opportunities for water access to the slough exist, but are limited by reduced access at low tide, 
and strong winds and currents. These limiting factors will need to be addressed if access is to be 
provided. Options include installing signage that outlines the limitations of paddling opportunities in the 
area, restricting access to easily navigable areas or improving existing water access by dredging the 
channel.    



Figure 6: Widgeon Slough is a popular spot with paddlers 

There are two constructed ponds on site. One is located near the existing rudimentary boat launch and 
the other is adjacent to Building 2. Both are near to existing roads, have clear access along a portion of 
their shores, and lend themselves to use in interpretive programs. Refer to Widgeon Marsh Regional 
Park Reserve Biophysical Summary for information about the ecological values of these features.    

Figure 7: Constructed pond near the existing boat launch 



Figure 8: Constructed pond near Building 2 

Ecosystem Sensitivity 
As has already been stated, Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve contains some of the most 
ecologically sensitive lands in the region and care must be taken to protect them. Refer to Widgeon 
Marsh Regional Park Reserve Biophysical Summary Map Appendix A8 for information regarding location 
and ecological sensitivity of these lands. Given that 73% of the Park Reserve has the highest sensitivity 
category found in the regional park system, it may be appropriate that parts of the site have restricted 
public use and are protected by environmental buffers.  

Park visitor activities have varying degrees of impact on ecological values within a park. For example a 
gravel trail intended for wildlife viewing has a low environmental impact compared with a paved parking 
lot intended for use by visitors who come to the park by car. Siting of facilities should respond to the 
sensitivity of the land in which they are proposed. To minimize ecological impacts, improvements 
should, as much as possible, be located in previously disturbed areas. Refer to maps A6 and A7 in the 
Widgeon Marsh Regional Park Reserve Biophysical Summary for locations of disturbed areas  

Archaeology 
The WMRPR is located within the asserted territories of several First Nations including the Katzie First 
Nation, Kwikwetlem First Nation, Stó:lō Nation, Stó:lō Tribal Council, Tsawwassen First Nation, 
Soowahlie First Nation, Seabird Island Band, Shxw'ow'hamel First Nation, and Skawahlook First Nation 
and is immediately adjacent to Katzie IR#4.  Considering the long period of occupation of these lands 
there is considerable potential for archaeological sites to be found in the Park Reserve.  An 
archaeological overview assessment of specific locations in the Park Reserve has been undertaken which 
will inform planning going forward.  



Opportunities to Connect with Nature 
Buildings 
There are several existing buildings on site of various character and condition, creating an opportunity 
for their use if a regional park appropriate need is identified (Map 1).   

Building 
Number 

Asset 
ID 

Current Use Notes 

1 BG002 Caretaker and Rental This duplex currently accommodates the site caretaker 
in one unit and a renter in another. 

2 BG004 Rental This structure currently accommodates a renter. 
3 NB005 None A rustic, un-serviced outbuilding. 
4 BG007 Storage A wooden storage building adjacent to road. 
5 NB002 Electrical Shed A simple wooden structure/ 
6 BG006 Storage Currently used as storage for site caretaker. 

7 BG005 Rental 
Large residence with views over slough to mountains 
beyond.  

8 NB006 Generator Shed Provides backup power for Building 7. 
9 BG009 Rental This structure currently accommodates a renter. 

Figure 9: Building Inventory 

Figure 10: Building 1 



Figure 11: Building 2  

Figure 12: Building 3 Figure 13: Building 4 

Figure 14: Building 5         Figure 15: Building 6 



Figure 16: Building 7 

Figure 17: Building 8 



Figure 18: Building 9 

Inholdings 
There are two properties within park boundaries that are not owned by Metro Vancouver.  The first is a 
3.8 hectare privately owned property with residence located in the southern portion of the park. The 
second is a 0.8 hectare undeveloped parcel at mouth of Widgeon Creek.  

Important Views 
WMRPR has many locations that provide iconic regional views, including views to near and distant 
mountains and water bodies. Within the site itself there are views to scenic waterfalls and ponds and 
many opportunities to view wildlife.   

Future site planning should consider the location of important views. Care should be taken to provide 
and maintain a variety of viewing opportunities to a broad spectrum of potential site users.  These may 
range from formal structures such as viewing towers and platforms to modest interventions such as 
benches and rest stops in trails to simple interventions such as regular vegetation maintenance to 
preserve views (Map 2).  

bschoner
Text Box
surrounded by park land that are not owned by Metro Vancouver. The first is a 



Figure 19: View from mid-island landing 

Existing Roads and Trails  
The section of Quarry Road leading to WMRPR is maintained by the City of Coquitlam, and is in driveable 
condition but has potholes that require drivers to reduce their speed and remain alert.  This this may be 
suitable for its current low level of use, but introduction of a Regional Park and additional users may 
cause additional pressure. Discussion with the City of Coquitlam staff is needed to understand their 
future plans for this road.  

The circulation system within WMRPR is rudimentary, a function of the site’s limited development and 
restricted access.  Vehicular access is gained by continuing on Quarry Road.  This road passes Building 9 
then continues as a 4-wheel drive track to Widgeon Creek campground located in adjacent Pinecone 
Burke Provincial Park. This track is currently used exclusively by BC Parks staff and contractors as a 
service access point to the campground. There are smaller roads which branch off of Quarry Road 
leading to residential properties, the waterfront and an amphitheater. Existing trails include a bermed 
walk from the main meadow to the spit, and informal trail from the amphitheatre to a waterfall and 
water intake structure.  

The existing circulation system represents an opportunity for re-use and could serve as the backbone of 
an expanded trail network. Future planning should assess the current condition of the roads/trails and 
determine their suitability closure or re-use.    

Connections to Adjacent Lands  
There are opportunities to improve connections to trails at neighbouring sites – by land and by water. 
Pinecone Burke Provincial Park is immediately adjacent to WMRPR and may provide opportunities for 
trail connection for extended hikes (Map 3).  



Many popular hikes into Pinecone Burke Provincial Park start at the Quarry Road trailhead 
approximately 1 km west of the Park Reserve boundary. Destinations within Pinecone Burke that can be 
accessed from this trailhead include Munro Lake, Dennett Lake, Ted Kay Lake, Hourglass Lake, Lily Pad 
Lake, Sweat Team Falls, Crystal Falls, and Mount Burke’s south summit.   

Widgeon Creek campground is accessible by canoe or kayak. From the campground, hiking trails lead to 
Widgeon Falls, Hanging Creek Falls, and Widgeon Lake.  Given that this campground is currently at or 
above its use capacity, BC Parks should be consulted to determine whether or not it is appropriate to 
encourage additional use by formalizing a trail connection from WPRPR to the campground.  BC Parks is 
not interested in providing public vehicular access to the campground through WMRPR.   
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